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exchange reaction
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A quasiclassical trajectory study of the state specific H+D2=0, j=0→HD=0, j=0+D
reaction at a collision energy of 1.85 eV total energy of 2.04 eV found that the scattering is
governed by two unexpected and dominant new mechanisms, and not by direct recoil as is generally
assumed. The new mechanisms involve strong interaction with the sloping potential around the
conical intersection, an area of the potential energy surface not previously considered to have much
effect upon reactive scattering. Initial investigations indicate that more than 50% of reactive
scattering could be the result of these new mechanisms at this collision energy. Features in the
corresponding quantum mechanical results can be attributed to these new classical reaction
mechanisms. © 2008 American Institute of Physics. DOI: 10.1063/1.2902972
I. INTRODUCTION
The hydrogen exchange reaction is the simplest chemi-
cal reaction and has, therefore, been extensively studied for
over 80 years. A large body of literature including several
extensive reviews has been published; see, for example,
Refs. 1–8 and references therein.
Advances in the last decade have led to many high qual-
ity experiments which report state-to-state differential cross
sections DCSs, which are a stringent test of theory. Experi-
mental agreement with quantum mechanical QM calcula-
tions is now so good that it is generally accepted that this
prototype reaction is fully understood.8–11 The results from
different QM approaches, i.e., different time independent and
different time dependent codes, have also converged to
agreement.12,13 While QM can fully reproduce experimental
findings, it only has a limited ability to explain the motion of
the nuclei during the reactive encounter.
In contrast, the quasiclassical trajectory QCT method
can explicitly describe the nuclear motion during a reaction.
Although QCT cannot accurately reproduce experiments in
as much detail as QM, it has been used for a wide number of
studies of the hydrogen exchange reaction and has shown
surprisingly good agreement with experimental and quantum
mechanical cross sections.14–16 However, QCT can neverthe-
less give valuable insight into the mechanisms leading to
reaction.17 This has been used to investigate short-lived col-
lision complexes in terms of time delay18,19 and for general
investigation of the hydrogen exchange reaction.20,21 More-
over, we believe that reaction pathways seen in QCT results
have a QM equivalent, although features in quasiclassical
DCSs may be altered or even annihilated by interference
effects between different QM reaction pathways.
The dominant mechanism in the hydrogen exchange re-
action is accepted to be direct recoil,1,22 which leads mainly
to backward scattering. The direct recoil mechanism is a con-
sequence of the linear minimum energy path MEP and
transition state of the H3 potential energy surface PES. At
low collision energies, reactions can only proceed via almost
linear geometries close to the MEP leading to collinear,
end-on collisions of the reagents. In this collinear picture, the
vibrational excitation of the product molecule is determined
by the closest approach of the atoms, which will form the
product molecule during the reactive encounter. At low en-
ergies, the closest approach corresponds to the inner turning
point of a low vibrational state. At increasing collision en-
ergy, this picture would inevitably lead to higher vibrational
excitation because of the much closer approach of the incom-
ing atom: In contrast, trajectories with low rotational excita-
tion, which should correspond to collinear approaches, are
predominantly formed in low vibrational states. Therefore,
mechanisms other than the direct recoil must be at work. At
higher collision energies, the reaction path can significantly
deviate from the MEP; thus, the reaction is no longer re-
stricted to a direct recoil mechanism. Indeed, at collision
energies between 1.6 and 1.9 eV, a different reaction mecha-
nism was required to explain forward-scattered HD
=3, j=0 products.23–25 We have examined the short-lived
collision complex invoked to explain this forward scattering
in an adjacent paper.26
Standard plots of PESs highlight the MEP as they use
internal coordinates, e.g., two distances at fixed bending
angle linear showing the reactant and product channels. We
find it more instructive to plot the H3 potential at fixed dia-
tom distance as a function of position of the third atom see
Fig. 1. This shows the steep repulsive walls around the dia-
tom, the linear well which corresponds to the saddle point
on the MEP and a further striking feature; the H3 PES has a
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well characterized conical intersection CI at equilateral tri-
angular geometries. At small internuclear BC separation the
CI moves into the region of high repulsive potential sur-
rounding the BC diatom and is, therefore, less prominent. At
large BC separations, the CI becomes a more prominent to-
pological feature on the PES, as it is no longer in the region
of high potential surrounding the BC.
The influence of this CI on the nuclear dynamics has so
far been mainly associated with the geometric-phase GP
effect.17,27 We do not consider this very special quantum ef-
fect in this paper but examine the broader influence of the
repulsive slope around the CI on the dynamics of this reac-
tion.
In Sec. II, we present the particulars of the QCT meth-
odology. Section III describes our QCT calculations and re-
sults, Sec. IV covers our analysis of the new mechanisms,
and our conclusions are presented in Sec. V.
II. METHODOLOGY
The QCT methodology was adapted from Refs. 20 and
28. By following the standard procedure, the reactant D2
molecule is prepared in a discrete internal energy state cor-
responding to the initial v , j quantum state. Having selected
the rovibrational state and the fixed collision energy Ecol,
the other initial collision variables are randomly selected
from the relevant classical distributions. The fixed stepsize
Hamming predictor-corrector method29 was used to integrate
the equations of motion. The conservation of both the total
energy and the total angular momentum was monitored to
ensure the accuracy of the integration. The  , j quantum
numbers of the outgoing molecule were assigned for a given
rotational angular momentum by equating the internal energy
to the full Dunham expansion of the rovibrational energies of
the HD molecule.30 The QCT method is well described in
detail in Ref. 28 and, thus, we will only highlight the aspects
pertinent to this work.
A. Initial conditions
The outcome of each trajectory is determined by its ini-
tial parameters which define the initial geometry and dy-
namic state of the system and make each trajectory unique.
Besides the rovibrational state and the collision energy, there
are five collision parameters, some of which are shown in
Fig. 2.
We define the center of mass of the BC reactant mol-
ecule D2 to be at the origin and the H atom to start in the yz
plane, with the initial relative velocity vector vrel directed
along the positive z axis. The collision parameters are i the
impact parameter b, corresponding to the initial y coordinate
of the reactant atom A H atom, ii the polar orientation
angle  of the BC internuclear axis q vector in Fig. 2, i.e.,
the angle between q and the positive z axis, iii the azi-
muthal orientation angle  of the BC axis, defined as the
angle between the projection of q on the xy plane and the
positive x axis, iv the orientation of BC angular momentum
relative to a reference vector normal to the BC internuclear
axis this is not used in the present work as D2 has no initial
rotational angular momentum, j=0, and v the phase of the
BC vibration.
B. First impacts
A useful tool to characterize and understand the different
reaction mechanisms is to identify the geometry of the col-
lision complex at the first impact of the incoming atom H
atom on the repulsive part of the H3 potential surrounding
the reactant molecule D2. An impact can be defined as a
maximum in the potential energy and, thus, a minimum in
the kinetic energy of the HD2 system. However, the total
potential energy Vtot changes with the vibrational motion of
the reactant molecule before the HD2 complex is formed,
and likewise, with the product vibration. We, therefore, de-
fine an adjusted potential, Vadj=Vtot−Vmol, where Vmol is the
potential energy of the diatomic defined as the pair of atoms
with the current shortest internuclear distance. Figure 3
shows the time dependence of the total and adjusted poten-
FIG. 1. Surface plot of the H3 PES in Cartesian coordinates. The potential is
plotted as a function of the position x ,y of the third H atom with respect to
the center of mass of the H2 diatom. The H2 lies on the x axis and the
potential is shown at the fixed diatomic distance r=1.044 Å. The conical
intersection CI to the first excited state which appears at equilateral trian-
gular geometry is indicated. Note that the three-dimensional potential is
cylindrically symmetric around the x axis.
FIG. 2. The collision parameters see text and Jacobi coordinates q ,Q
used to define the initial geometry of an A+BC system for QCT
calculations.
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tials of a trajectory leading to a HD=3, j=2 product as
an example. An impact is defined as the first maximum in
Vadj, as indicated by the arrow in Fig. 3.
The relative positions of the three atoms were recorded
at the first impact. This allowed the paths of the atoms to be
overlaid on a Cartesian contour plot of the PES at the point
of impact which we call “impact diagrams,” see later. These
impact diagrams were used to clarify the workings of the
mechanisms.
C. Near-side/far-side scattering
An advantage of the QCT method is the ability to dis-
tinguish between products scattered into the positive y hemi-
sphere, i.e., the same side as the impact parameter b see Fig.
2, and those scattered into the negative y hemisphere, called
near-side and far-side scattering, respectively.31 By testing
the y component of the final relative velocity vector vrel  of
the departing D–HD products, we identify scattering into the
near side positive y component and far side negative y
component. To distinguish between near- and far-side scat-
tering, we define the deflection angle  as the positive scat-
tering angle, = +scatt, for near-side scattering and as the
negative scattering angle, =−scatt, for far-side scattering.
III. CALCULATIONS AND RESULTS
Five million trajectories for the H+D2=0, j=0
→HD+D reaction were propagated on the BKMP2 PES
Ref. 32 at a collision energy Ecol=1.85 eV. The initial and
final atom-diatom distance was 6 Å and the maximum im-
pact parameter was 1.35 Å. The fixed integration stepsize
was 3.510−17 s to ensure the conservation of the total en-
ergy and angular momentum to be better than 5 and 10 ppm,
respectively. 1 082 947 trajectories were found to be reactive
with 2337 in the HD=0, j=0 product state.
The QCT method generates continuous product state
quantum numbers which are usually rounded to the nearest
integer histogram binning method; i.e., QCT =0.5–1.5 is
assigned to =0. Consequently, each quasiclassically as-
signed quantum state has a range of internal energies and,
therefore, a corresponding spread of product velocities. To
clarify the time dependent evolution of trajectories and the
following identification of novel reaction mechanisms, only
trajectories with a vibrational quasiclassical quantum number
in the range of QCT =0.9–1.1 were analyzed. As only 470
trajectories were found in this restricted HD=0, j=0
quantum state, we also include the 1760 trajectories with j
=1 in our analysis.
A. Time-space evolution of products
Recent wavepacket calculations for this system have
demonstrated that different reaction mechanisms can be elu-
cidated by monitoring the time evolution of the product flux
as a function of scattering angle.23,24 We adapt the quantum
approach to produce equivalent temporal snapshots of the
HD products. A trajectory was deemed to have progressed to
a state where the HD product molecule is formed after the
first minimum in the H–D internuclear distance inner turn-
ing point of HD product vibration. The position of the HD
product center-of-mass is then plotted as a function of the
D–HD distance R and deflection angle  relative to the ini-
tial direction of the H atom i.e., in planar polar coordinates
R cos versus R cos.
Figure 4 shows temporal snapshots of the densities of
HD=0, j=0–1 products as a scatter plot. Note that due
to the restriction in , all products have almost the same
speed. Thus, the distance from the center is a measure of the
FIG. 3. Total potential energy Vtot and adjusted potential Vadj=Vtot
−Vmol as a function of time for a trajectory leading to a HD=3, j=2
product. The impact of the incoming atom on the repulsive potential of the
D2 reactant molecule is defined as the first maximum in Vadj, which is
highlighted by the arrow, see text.
FIG. 4. Snapshots representing the product densities for H+D2=0, j
=0→HD=0, j=0–1+D at Ecol=1.85 eV in three dimensions. Frame
0 fs shows the relative velocities of the reagents in the center-of-mass frame.
Each point represents the position of a HD product for a single trajectory, as
defined by its deflection angle  and distance from the the center of mass,
see frame 20 fs. The central circle gives an indication of the size of the
interaction region, and the arrow in frame 20 fs is pointing in the forward-
scattered direction. The near-side and far-side scattering regions are delin-
eated in frame 24 fs. The three clear regions of the scattered products, ear,
spiral, and sickle are labeled in frame 36 fs.
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time delay of the trajectory, i.e., the time spent in the transi-
tion state region. The further products are plotted from the
center the earlier they are formed. Three different scattering
regions can clearly be identified in Fig. 4 labeled in frame
36 fs.
The products with the longest time delay are scattered
into the forward region and are labeled “sickle.” The “spiral”
covers the largest range of deflection angles, from early
formed backwards scattered products on the far side 
−130°  to later formed sideways scattered products 
 +70°  on the near side. The correlation between the de-
flection angle and the time delay gives the spiral its distinc-
tive shape. If higher rotational levels of the HD products are
included j=0–3, then a continuation of the spiral is ob-
served, filling the gap between sideways scattering and the
fraction of the spiral which is forward scattered. The latter
fraction can be most clearly seen in frame 46 fs of Fig. 4
adjacent to the sickle at 0°. For reasons which will be-
come apparent later, the spiral has been subdivided into its
near-side and far-side scattered regions. The third and most
distinct region, labelled “ear,” consists of early formed prod-
ucts which scatter into a narrow range of near-side deflection
angles: =110° –150°. Three similar regions have been
noted before in a symmetrized i.e., non-near/far-side re-
solved scattering angle versus trajectory time correlation
plot for H+D2 collisions at Ecol=1.0 eV but were never
separately examined.18
The three, clearly distinct regions would seem to indi-
cate that three separate reaction mechanisms are at work
here. Note that the ear and the far-side part of the spiral
consist of trajectories with the smallest time delays typical
for fast and direct reaction mechanisms. The forward-
scattered sickle features the longest time delays indicating an
indirect mechanism, whereas the increasing time delay from
backward to forward scattering of the spiral hints at a gradu-
ally changing mechanism.
IV. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, the correlations between initial conditions
and product properties will be investigated along with an
analysis of how the hydrogen atom “impacts” upon the re-
pulsive potential around the D2 molecule. Mechanisms can
be confirmed by analyzing the configuration of the atoms at
the point of impact and the angle of the impact from the path
of the incoming H atom, which heavily relies on the initial
orientation of the system.
A. Correlations of initial conditions
We consider two-dimensional collisions restricted to the
yz plane first. Figure 5 shows the correlation between the
impact parameter b and initial polar orientation angle  cf.
Fig. 2. The separate regions of the snapshot diagram were
found to have highly correlated and distinct initial condi-
tions. This indicates that the scattering regions have different
mechanisms which derive from the initial alignment of the
atoms.
While the two-dimensional case is very instructive to
identify the correlations, it is imperative to generalize this
picture for the full three-dimensional case. Figure 6 com-
bines the correlations between the initial geometry, i.e., the
orientation of the D2 axis and the impact parameter, and the
HD product’s deflection angle. The orientation of the D2 mo-
lecular axis is now plotted as the projection of the leading D
atom onto the xy plane, as depicted in panel a of Fig. 6. To
eliminate the effect of the vibrational motion, we plot this
projection for the fixed D2 equilibrium bond length. Initial
D2 orientations perpendicular to the direction of the incom-
ing H atom would lie on the circle in panel b and orienta-
tions along the z axis at the origin. Panel c shows the cor-
relation between the y coordinate of the projection and the
impact parameter which is equivalent to Fig. 5 for the two-
dimensional case but now includes out-of-plane initial orien-
tations. A collinear trajectory would be represented by a
point at the origin in panel b and a point at zero impact
parameter in panel c. Finally, the correlation between the
impact parameter and the deflection angle is shown in panel
d.
Figure 6 again highlights the clear correlations between
the initial conditions and the deflection angle for the different
scattering regions. Trajectories in the ear and far-side spiral
regions are characterized by D2 orientations nearly perpen-
dicular to the relative velocity z axis and low impact pa-
rameters b0.3 Å. Furthermore, both regions show scat-
tering into very limited regions of space but with opposing
deflection angles into the near side ear and the far side
spiral. Note that both sets of trajectories would lead to
similar scattering angles as an experiment cannot distinguish
between near- and far-side scattering due to the cylindrical
symmetry of the collisions around the relative velocity.
The most notable feature of the near-side spiral is that its
initial geometries are very planar. The y projection of the
initial D2 orientation shows an almost linear relationship
with the impact parameter Fig. 6c, which, in turn, exhibits
a near linear relationship with the deflection angle Fig.
6d. Note the isolated fraction of trajectories at high impact
parameters which scatter into the forward direction and
which are hidden among the points of the ear at the top of
panel b. As commented on earlier, if trajectories with
FIG. 5. Correlation between impact parameter b and initial polar orientation
angle  for trajectories leading to HD=0, j=0–1 products in the three
regions, ear , spiral , , and sickle . The trajectories were re-
stricted to two dimensions, in the yz plane, at a collision energy of 1.85 eV.
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higher product rotational states are included j=0–3, the
main and isolated parts of the near-side spiral are continu-
ously joined. The sickle region exhibits a less clear picture
and because of its small statistical weight is not included in
Fig. 6.
In the hard-sphere scattering model, the outcome of ev-
ery collision is determined by the location of the impact of
the two spheres. In a similar fashion, the initial geometries of
the H+D2 collisions discussed here will govern where the
incoming H atoms will impact on the D2 molecules and,
thus, will determine the outcomes of the trajectories.
B. Early formed trajectories
The ear region contains trajectories that form earliest and
which scatter into a well-defined and restricted angular range
see Fig. 4. It is produced by a separate unique mechanism
due to the initial orientation of the system, as demonstrated
by Figs. 5 and 6. This initial orientation causes the H atom in
the ear trajectories to approach the D2 side on with a low
impact parameter and, therefore, to “impact” on the H3 PES
on the sloping potential that surrounds the CI; this can be
seen in the impact diagrams in Fig. 7. The H atom impacts
on the sloping potential on the same side as the foremost D
atom, which causes the H atom to be deflected upwards, onto
this foremost D atom, as shown in panels a–c in Fig. 7.
The far-side spiral feature also contains some of the ear-
liest formed trajectories, on a similar time frame to the ear,
i.e., with little time delay. The impact diagrams d and e in
Fig. 7 show the similarity of the far-side spiral trajectories to
the ear trajectories. It is clearly seen that the far-side spiral is
the continuation of the same mechanism, in which the per-
pendicular alignment of the D2 see Fig. 6, panel b causes
the sloping potential around the CI to deflect the hydrogen
downwards toward the foremost deuterium in the lower
hemisphere.
C. Low impact deflection mechanism
The mechanism which leads to the ear and far-side spiral
scattering regions requires low impact parameter H atoms
which impact upon the sloping potential surrounding the CI
on the same side as the foremost D atom. The sloping poten-
tial then deflects the H atom toward this foremost deuterium.
As such, we have named it the low impact deflection LID
mechanism. Because of the low impact parameters, very
little rotation is imparted onto the D2 at collision. As the
interaction with the sloping potential around the CI is brief,
the mechanism is very direct, showing no signs of complex
transition state behavior.
FIG. 6. Plots showing the correlation
between impact parameter b, D2 axis
orientation, and deflection angle  for
ear , near- , and far-side 
spiral trajectories in the HD=0, j
=0–1 state at Ecol=1.85 eV. a Ini-
tial conditions for a trajectory: Impact
parameter b and location of the lead-
ing D atom projected onto the xy
plane, shown in panel b. The circle
in panel b represents the outermost
position possible for a leading D atom
i.e., for a perpendicular D2 axis orien-
tation. c Correlation between impact
parameter and the initial y coordinate
of the leading D atom. d Correlation
between impact parameter and scatter-
ing angle. The far-side spiral is shown
to be the continuation of the LID
mechanism, with all trajectories hav-
ing a side-on approach to the D2. The
near-side spiral is shown to be highly
planar in nature, with a strong correla-
tion between impact parameter and de-
flection angle.
FIG. 7. Impact diagrams, see text for details. Panels a–c show impact
diagrams for trajectories from the ear region. The trajectories with the high-
est impact parameter are the most sideways scattered. Panels d and e
show impact diagrams for the far-side spiral region. The trajectories with the
lowest impact parameter are the most sideways scattered. The dotted lines
represent the motion of the D atoms; the H atom thick solid line ap-
proaches from the right at an impact parameter b above y=0; its impact is
marked with a . The contours represent the H3 PES at the impact geom-
etry. The trajectories were restricted to two dimensions, in the yz plane, at a
collision energy of 1.85 eV.
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Figure 7 demonstrates the impact parameter dependence
of the LID mechanism: As the impact parameter decreases
from panels a to c, the scattering angle becomes larger.
The deviation in the path of the H atom caused by the slop-
ing potential around the CI is obviously dependent on the
prominence of the CI and, hence, on the value of the D2
separation q at the point of impact. The shape of the potential
in this location causes the ear trajectories to be scattered
sideways. This mechanism cannot produce backward scatter-
ing =180°  as the D2 axis would have to be perpendicular
to an incoming hydrogen with zero impact parameter. Such a
trajectory would be nonreactive as the CI would deflect the
hydrogen away from the deuterium molecule.
The side-on nature of the trajectories is in stark contrast
to the case of the recoil mechanism that is assumed to be
prevalent for this reaction.1,22 The correlation and impact
diagrams, Figs. 6 and 7, respectively, clearly highlight the
different orientations and geometries upon impact between
the direct recoil case, which is dominated by collinear colli-
sions, and the LID case with its side-on collisions. The de-
flection of the H atom by the CI’s sloping potential in the
LID mechanism allows the trajectory to excite the =0 state
through a softer impact on the D atom. The HD product is set
up in a geometry which corresponds to the inner turning
point of the =0 vibration. This is in contrast to the hard
impacts seen in collinear trajectories at this collision energy
which inevitably set up the HD products at the inner turning
points of highly excited vibrational states. The collinear na-
ture of these hard impacts is described by the direct recoil
mechanism, which is seen in the trajectories leading to
HD=3, j=0 products, as will be discussed in our adja-
cent paper.26
D. Near-side spiral
The near-side spiral trajectories cover the full ranges of
both the scattering angle and trajectory time, from the early
product forming backward scattering trajectories through to
the late forming forward scattering trajectories.
Again, the highly correlated initial conditions for these
trajectories demonstrate see Figs. 5 and 6 that a specific
orientation of the system is required for spiral trajectories,
which also shows a strong correlation with the deflection
angle. The spiral trajectories are very planar, as demonstrated
by the clustering of the trajectories around the yz plane in
panel b of Fig. 6; thus, the D2 axis orientation is controlled
by the initial polar orientation angle . As the impact param-
eter increases and  decreases, the deflection angle de-
creases, becoming more forward in character. The system
becomes less planar in the lower half of panel b of Fig. 6 as
it overlaps with the D2 axis orientation seen for the far-side
spiral. The overlap at the top of panel b is not due to a
similar effect, as the ear trajectories at that point have low
impact parameters and the spiral trajectories have large im-
pact parameters as shown in panel c and, consequently,
do not impact at the same point on the PES.
Near-side spiral impact diagrams are shown for a range
of deflection angles in Fig. 8. Just as for the LID mechanism,
all trajectories show interaction with the sloping potential
around the CI. These diagrams also contain information
about the rotation of the system; the sharp bends in the mo-
tion of the D atoms dotted lines indicate the magnitude of
the rotation.
The most forward scattered trajectories display H atom
impacts on the CI’s sloping potential on the “far side” of the
D2, relative to the H atom approach, after they passed the
leading D atom at large impact parameter, as shown in panels
e and f. The impacts for the near-side spiral occur at
larger D2 separations than for ear trajectories cf. Fig. 7
when the CI is more prominent.
E. Revolving door mechanism
Scattering into the near-side spiral region is controlled
by what we have named the revolving door mechanism. This
mechanism is clearly demonstrated in the movie sequence
Fig. 9 and the following description:33 Frame 0–15 fs, the
hydrogen  approaches the D2 molecule at large impact
parameter. Frame 15–18 fs, the D2 bond stretches as the H
atom flies past the end of the D2. Frame 18–22 fs, the H
atom is slowed by the increasing potential gradient around
the CI. Frame 22–25 fs, the H atom has transferred most of
its translational energy to the D2 via the “lever arm” of the
CI causing the D2 to rotate about its center of mass. Frame
25–29 fs, the continued rotation moves the linear well to-
ward the almost stationary H atom, which starts to “fall” into
it. Frame 29–32 fs, this causes the D2 bond to stretch even
further, deepening the potential well. Frame 32–36 fs, the H
atom impacts on the D atom at the inner turning point of the
=0 vibration to set up the product state. Frame 36–39 fs,
the H atom is now trapped in the increasingly deep well as
the D2 bond breaks. Frame 39–55 fs, the HD and D products
are formed and scatter.
The sloping potential around the CI acts as a lever to
rotate the D2 bond, and in transferring its kinetic energy to
the D2 rotation, the H atom is stopped and, therefore, able to
impact with the D atom when the D2 rotation catches up with
it.
The revolving door mechanism was so named because of
the similarity it shows to the probable outcome of running
FIG. 8. Impact diagrams see Fig. 7 for the near-side spiral region. Deflec-
tion angles for the trajectories shown in panels a–f are, respectively,
179°, 146°, 104°, 81°, −11°, and −46°.
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into a revolving door; i.e., you stop on hitting one of the
doors but cause the door to rotate, then another of the doors
hits you in the back and pushes you forwards.
For the HD product to be scattered forwards, the D2 has
to rotate through a large angle and, therefore, requires a large
impact parameter to allow maximum torque at impact. On
going from forward to backward scattering, the amount of D2
rotation required is diminished. As the impact parameter in-
creases panels a–f of Fig. 8, the deflection angle con-
certedly decreases. These factors lead to a decrease in the
torque exerted on the D2 and, therefore, less rotation.
The longer time delays of the forward-scattered trajecto-
ries are due to the greater distances traveled by the hydrogen
before the first impact and the time required for the D2 rota-
tion. Backward scattered trajectories have earlier impacts and
require less rotation and, consequently, take less time. The
trajectories that are scattered sideways with similar scattering
angles to the ear take longer times than the ear trajectories
because of the extra time required for the impact, energy
transfer, and rotation.
Because of the nature of the rotation required for the
revolving door mechanism, it has to operate in a planar sys-
tem. If the system was not planar, then the D2 rotation,
caused by the impact of the H atom on the CI, would lead to
higher rotational excitation of the products.
The collision with the sloping potential surrounding the
CI slows the motion of the hydrogen, allowing it to match
speeds with, and impact upon, the deuterium at the inner
turning point of the =0 vibration, allowing excitation into
this product state. This leads to the conclusion that the re-
volving door mechanism, similar to the LID mechanism, is a
way of allowing access to lower vibrational states by tempo-
rarily converting excess collision energy into D2 rotational
energy before being converted back again into translational
energy upon release of products.
F. Sickle
The sickle trajectories scatter in the forward direction
and have the longest total times of the three regions in the
snapshots, but the trajectory time shows little dependence on
deflection angle in contrast to the spiral. The initial condi-
tions are also less correlated than for the ear or spiral, with
no discernible dependences, apart from requiring a relatively
large impact parameter and near perpendicular D2 axis ori-
entation see Fig. 5.
It is important to note that none of the impacts show any
interaction with the CI; therefore, the excess energy is con-
verted via other mechanisms. Sickle trajectories display a
short term reactive intermediate, which undergoes symmetric
stretching motions. Similar trajectories were found in the
HD=3, j products of the title reaction and will be dis-
cussed in an adjacent paper.26 These trajectories correspond
to the well-known forward-scattered time-delayed mecha-
nism, which was first conclusively identified by a combina-
tion of quantum wavepacket calculations and experimental
measurements.23 Later work25 showed that the mechanism
was caused by a superposition of “quantum bottleneck
states,” which cause the system to linger for about 10–25 fs
on top of the effective adiabatic-reaction barriers. Interest-
ingly, earlier QCT calculations were able to capture about
one third of this highly QM mechanism,7,15,18 which is con-
sistent with the appearance of the sickle in Fig. 4. Further
analysis of the sickle was prevented by the small number of
trajectories in the region.
G. Comparison with HD„=0, j=0… QM snapshots
QM snapshots for HD=0, j=0 products, adapted
from Ref. 34, are shown in comparison with the QCT snap-
shots Fig. 4 in Fig. 10. Note that these wavepacket calcu-
lations cover a wide range of collision energies,
1.1–2.25 eV, and so give a range of product scattering ve-
locities. In contrast, the QCT snapshots Fig. 4 represent
trajectories which have a single collision energy of 1.85 eV.
Hence, a detailed, quantitative comparison between the QCT
and quantum results would require many more trajectories to
be propagated to capture the spread of energies in the wave-
packet.
However, a crude comparison between the QCT and
quantum results is all that is required to establish, almost
beyond a doubt, that the new LID and revolving door mecha-
nisms are present in the quantum results. Figure 10 overlays
the QCT and quantum snapshots at 32 and 46 fs. It is clear
that the two “wings” which appear in the quantum probabil-
ity near deflection angles =135° in frame 32 fs of Fig.
10 are almost certainly produced by the LID and revolving
door mechanisms. The inner part of the backward-scattered
probabilities corresponds to the direct recoil product which
is concentrated in the lower energy part of the packet. The
pronounced gaps between these various components of the
FIG. 9. Reaction mechanism diagram for a typical trajectory in the near-side
spiral region of HD=0, j=0–1 product state. The H atom position dur-
ing each frame is represented by , and the D atoms by , the contours
represent the H3 PES at the middle time step of each frame. See text for
details. The trajectory was restricted to two dimensions, in the yz plane, at
an energy of 1.85 eV.
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backward-scattered probability are almost certainly caused
by quantum interference between the direct recoil, LID, and
revolving door mechanisms.
The forward-scattered part of the quantum probabilities
almost directly line up in frame 46 fs of Fig. 10 with the
QCT sickle. As mentioned above, this is what would be ex-
pected, since the sickle is produced by the time-delayed,
forward-scattered mechanism.23 The rapid oscillations seen
in the forward-scattered wavepacket are not present in the
QCT sickle, since they are produced by quantum interference
between the near-side and far-side pieces of the packet. This
effect is also called Glory scattering, see Refs. 35 and 36.
H. Significance of new mechanisms
The reactive cross section for a batch of trajectories is
given by28
	 = 
bmax
2 n
N
, 1
where bmax is the maximum impact parameter sampled
1.35 Å, n is the number of trajectories with a given prop-
erty e.g., scattered into a given HD , j quantum state or
having a particular mechanism, and N is the total number of
trajectories run.
To illustrate the relative significance of the new mecha-
nisms described above, a histogram binned in the cosine of
the scattering angle and Eq. 1 was used to produce a DCS.
The cross sections of each mechanism are compared to the
total DCS for the HD=0, j=0–1 product states in Fig.
11. The results for 5106 three-dimensional trajectories
without quasi- restriction carried out at an Ecol of 1.85 eV
were used for the calculation of the DCS.
The DCS clearly shows that the majority 74% of scat-
tered HD=0, j=0–1 flux arises from the direct LID
mechanism. The revolving door corresponds to 21% of the
total HD=0, j=0–1 scattering and is, therefore, statisti-
cally significant. The sickle trajectories only correspond to
5% of the classical scattering but may be more significant in
the QM picture.
I. Influence of the conical intersection
To assess the significance of the new mechanisms to the
total reactive scattering, a series of geometric, temporal, and
impact criteria have been developed to discern the proportion
of trajectories that interact with the sloping potential sur-
rounding the CI during a reaction. The distance from the
incoming H atom to the CI RCI was monitored during each
trajectory, along with the product bond length RAB. The first
minimum in each of these coordinates, RCI
min and RAB
min was
recorded along with their relative occurrence times.
Trajectories which undergo hard collinear impacts were
identified when RCI
min was greater than the D2 internuclear
separation q at that point; this is shown in panel a of Fig.
12. This means that the incoming atom interacts with the
steep repulsive wall of the leading atom of the D2 molecule
and, therefore, does not come close enough to the CI to be
influenced by the sloping potential surrounding it. 28% of all
reactive trajectories, i.e., leading to all product states, at
Ecol=1.85 eV undergo such hard end-on collisions, which
are indicative of the direct recoil mechanism. Trajectories
with RCI
min0.858 474 Å, the outer turning point of the reac-
tant vibration, do not pass through the circle in panel b of
FIG. 10. Color Comparison of QM and QCT snapshots for the H+D2
=0, j=0→HD=0, j=0+D reaction. Snapshots from the quantum
wavepacket simulation result from a range of collision energies, Ecol
=1.1–2.25 eV, adapted from Ref. 34. The contours are obtained from the
complete wavefunction of the reaction and show the time evolution of the
HD=0, j=0 product, as a function of the deflection angle . The QCT
snapshots are taken from Fig. 4. The dashed circles are of radius R
=1.85 Å and give a rough indication of the extent of the transition state
region.
FIG. 11. Cross section of the new mechanisms in the H+D2=0, j=0
→HD=0, j=0–1+D reaction at a collision energy of 1.85 eV as a
function of scattering angle, showing the dominance of the LID mechanism.
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Fig. 12 and, thus, can be considered to have no interaction
with the sloping potential around the CI. In both cases, the H
atom does not pass close enough to the sloping potential
around the CI to have any interaction with it.
Trajectories which did not conform to the previous con-
ditions were then assessed with further criteria, based on the
relative times of both minima and the proximity of approach
of the H atom to the CI and abstracted D atom. For example,
a trajectory where RCImin happens before RABmin, and RCImin
RAB
min cf. Fig. 12a, is said to hit the sloping potential
around the CI. 28% of trajectories were accounted for by this
condition and probably undergo a revolving door or LID
mechanism. Whereas a trajectory where RABmin happens before
RCI
min and RCI
minRAB
min does not interact with the sloping po-
tential around the CI. These trajectories, along with those
that meet the criteria illustrated in Fig. 12b, account for the
16% of trajectories that do not interact with the CI during the
reaction and are currently unassignable. The remaining 28%
of trajectories were found to interact with the CI during the
reaction in a less well-defined way; some of these trajectories
may be involved in an insertion type mechanism.17,27
This demonstrates the importance of the potential around
the CI at this collision energy affecting up to 56% of reac-
tive trajectories. We have analyzed trajectories over a wide
range of collision energies in search for these new mecha-
nisms and have identified the presence of the LID mecha-
nism, in particular, down to Ecol=1.0 eV, the signatures of
which have already been reported in a previous study.18
These are initial results from an ongoing study of the hydro-
gen exchange reaction mechanisms.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Results from a QCT study into the hydrogen exchange
reaction for the H+D2 isotopic variant at Ecol=1.85 eV have
been presented. The results were used to elucidate new reac-
tion mechanisms which lead to HD=0, j=0–1 product
states.
The mechanisms responsible for scattering into the
HD=0, j=0 product state are not of the hard impact or
glancing type assumed to be prevalent in this reaction.1,22
There are at least two new reaction mechanisms present in
the collisions leading to =0 products with little rotational
excitation, which do not involve any direct recoil.
The LID mechanism, in which the hydrogen “deflects
off” the sloped potential around the CI to form products with
the foremost deuterium atom, is dominant, accounting for
74% of reactive trajectories leading to these low j product
states. The revolving door mechanism, in which the CI is
used as a lever to cause rotation of the D2 before scattering to
a wide range of angles, corresponds to 21% of these reactive
trajectories. The dominance of the LID and revolving door
mechanisms demonstrates the importance of the topology of
the PES caused by the CI in the reaction dynamics of the
hydrogen exchange reaction at high collision energies.
Both the LID and revolving door mechanisms use the
sloping potential around the CI to dissipate excess energy
and match the speeds of the product atoms so that the first
impact of the reactant H atom upon the D atom is at the inner
turning point of the =0 product vibration. This is in con-
trast to the end-on collisions required by the recoil model,
where direct impacts upon the hard wall steep potential at
the head or tail of the D2 molecule give the inner turning
point of vibrationally highly excited products.
The QCT results were compared to recent time depen-
dent QM calculations.34 The agreement between the QCT
and QM snapshots demonstrates the ability of QCT calcula-
tions to physically interpret quantum results by gaining
greater insight into the atomic motions during molecular col-
lisions. In particular, this method has the ability to graphi-
cally demonstrate the origins of interference phenomena
found in QM results.17,27
To assess the significance of the new mechanisms to the
total reactive scattering, a series of geometric, temporal, and
impact criteria have been developed to discern the proportion
of trajectories that interact with the sloping potential sur-
rounding the CI during a reaction. Initial studies of the 5
106 trajectories calculated at a collision energy of 1.85 eV
have shown that 28% of all reactive trajectories undergo hard
end-on collisions leading to the direct recoil mechanism.
16% do not interact with the CI during the reaction and are
currently unassignable. 28% hit the sloping potential around
the CI and probably undergo a revolving door or LID
mechanism. 28% interact with the CI during the reaction in
a less well-defined way and may be involved in an insertion
type mechanism. The importance of the potential around the
CI at this collision energy, affecting up to 56% of reactive
trajectories, has been demonstrated.
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FIG. 12. a Impact diagram cf. Fig. 7 demonstrating the criterion for the
assignment of the hard impact mechanism. The dashed circles have a radius
of the D2 internuclear separation q around the conical intersection. b For
the H3 PES with a larger D2 separation, the dashed circles have the radius of
the outer turning point of the reactant vibration, 0.858 474 Å. Trajectories
that do not pass through the circle have no interaction with the sloping
potential around the CI.
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